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THERE is nothing concrete 
about Robbi Pittorino’s 
ideas for making furniture, 
apart from the material 
he uses.

The Maroubra-based 
founder of Pittorino Designs 
is relentless in his pursuit of 
finding new ways to push 
the boundaries of concrete 
beyond the flat heavy forms 
we usually see it in.

“There are a million 
different ways to approach 
this but a lot of guys are just 
trying to spit it out as quick 
as they can,” Pittorino says.

Pittorino has been 
experimenting with 
techniques to manipulate 
concrete by hand to create 
elegant shapes with curved 
edges and smooth finishes 
for more than a decade. 

“As soon as you deviate 
from a square, it’s really 
difficult to pull off,” he says.

“There are a lot of 
moments where things don’t 
go as planned and 
sometimes it’s a disaster.

“But in the end, it’s going
to be beautiful and it’s going 
to be absolutely unique.”

His bespoke glass-fibre 
reinforced concrete 

creations have included 
dining tables, benchtops, 
basins, sculptures and 
retaining walls.

As well as having the 
advantages of being a long-
lasting material that creates 
minimal waste, Pittorino 
says its liquid-stone nature 
opens up the possibility of  
creating organic shapes, 
colours and textures. 

“The colours are limitless

and there are all sorts of 
aggregates that you can add 
in and hone back to reveal,” 
he says. “We start with 
white cement and then mix 
the colours in.”

Pittorino also works with
timber and steel, which he 
often blends with concrete 
creations, such as a timber 
table top with concrete legs.

 
See more of his designs
at pittorino.com

Above: Pittorino Designs 
concrete colour samples.
Below: Robbi Pittorino in his 
Hillsdale studio. Picture: Daniel 
Munoz
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Concrete sculptor goes with flow
Laura Trieste

Pittorino’s custom made La Vela concrete table and benches.

Time to get pruning
WINTER is the perfect season to 
trim your garden into shape. 

Yates gardening expert Angie
Thomas says many plants can 
benefit from  pruning, 
particularly summer flowering 
trees and shrubs.

There are many reasons why
pruning is important, she adds. 
It helps to improve the health 
and appearance of trees/plants, 
removes dead or dying branches 
and encourages crop growth in 
fruit trees.  “Flowery plants to 
prune include buddleia, 
wayward crepe myrtles, 
hibiscus (pictured), smoke bush 
and hydrangea (stems that have 
already flowered) as well as 
deciduous fruit trees and most 
types of roses,’’ she says.

“Removing old, woody or dead
stems or branches will 
encourage fresh new growth in 
spring.’’

Thomas says when it comes to
pruning, sharp well-designed 
tools 
make the task easier.

“There’s nothing more 
frustrating than trying 
unsuccessfully to hack your way 
through thick stems and tough 
branches,” she adds.
● Top tip for pruning:
Don’t prune plants that have 
already produced their spring 
buds, otherwise the opportunity 
to see blossoming spring flowers 
will be missed.

 
Tips and more: Go to 
yates.com.au
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